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HOSE OF US WHO HAVE HAD THE FINE GOOD FORTUNE OF BEING A

houseguest at a great Jamaican home will easily recall the intoxicating aroma of highly-polished mahogany, the glow of antique silver,
tropical blossoms embellishing four-poster beds, old family portraits,
18th century English landscape paintings and the bonhomie of fine company
savoring life and good rum. This experience is rare and totally special. Since
today we live in a world of cookie-cutter hotels that are standardized to a fairthee-well, many hotel experiences limit
your exposure to people at check-in and
check-out times with an extraordinary
absence of personalization. Machines do
most of the work in a hotel today. Yet
there is not a hotel manager on earth
who does not tout his specialness due to
staff and “personal service.” That’s why
family-owned Bluefields Bay Villas in
Jamaica is so very extraordinary. Washington native, Braxton Moncure, first
traveled to Jamaica in 1977 and was smitten by the beauty of the island and by
its incredibly warm and welcoming residents. In 1981, he discovered the small
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fishing and farming village of Bluefields on the South Coast of Jamaica, and felt
this location was exactly what he had been seeking. Over the years he, his wife,
son and daughter have created and burnished their collection of six secluded
seafront villas into the Caribbean’s most luxurious
private country retreat by the sea. The Moncures are
the true pioneers of the all-inclusive villa experience.
Our adventure started at Montego Bay’s airport
where the Club Mobay VIP staff whisked us through
Immigration and Customs with nary a wait. They
then took us to meet our Bluefields Bay Villas chauffeur named Neville who
was unfailingly considerate and irrepressibly cheery. We began to de-stress
immediately. After a gentle 65-minute drive, we entered Bluefields and were
embraced by the sights, smells and sounds of our new and peaceful Jamaican
home. Time lost its urgency. Each 5-star villa is perched on the crystal-clear
sparkling blue and calm Caribbean Sea, and each has its own private pool and
expertly-trained staff. Bespoke gourmet meals are prepared by your own
personal chef. Each villa has a dedicated butler who serves meals and drinks and
helps your experience unfold like the tropical foliage. We stayed at the San
Michele villa with wraparound natural vistas of mountains and sea. Most
distinctive, San Michele has a private island reached by a footbridge where you
can spend countless hours truly “on” the sea. San Michele’s Jamaican furniture
is part of a larger collection saved from export by the Moncure family—and now
able to be enjoyed here. This 1+ acre property of expansive flat lawn is perfect
for small children and adults with its easily-accessible private pool, expansive
pool pavilion, and personalized staff contoured for each group of guests. San
Michele was extensively remodeled and enlarged in 2000, now with two
spectacular master bedroom suites and two other bedrooms in the main house.
Two more bedrooms are in San Michele’s guest cottage behind the house.
Suzanne, head housekeeper (also called “The Lady of the House”) with four years
of experience at the property, lovingly decorated our
bed with bougainvillea blossoms each night before
the turn-down service and then relocated those
precious flowers to our bathroom surrounding the
shampoos and soaps. Marvin, our sunny butler, with
over 20 years of providing excellent service to each
and every guest coming here, was on call 24-7. Richard, our chef, oversaw all the
culinary treasures of Bluefields (think fresh seafood and local delights) and
Arthman, the gardener (who lovingly takes pride in maintaining the beautiful
landscaping and has been here for what seems like forever—over 18 years), never
tired of explaining the plants, birds and bees to us. There is even a 24-hour
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watchman to make sure all is truly safe and
tranquil. All of this is seamlessly overseen by
Alfred, the General Manager, and his wonderful
colleague, Carmen, who has proudly been with
Bluefields for over 23 years. They all sensed our
every need and fulfilled them effortlessly. They
genuinely delighted in our company. How did we
fill our days? Easy. Snorkeling, sea-kayaking, playing tennis, hiking and enjoying
the beach are all complimentary as are laundry services, fiber-backed wireless,
and international telephone calls too. Deep-sea fishing, spa services, and chauffeured excursions are all readily available too. One lacks for nothing at
Bluefields Bay Villas. We hiked and we paddle boarded, got massages, swam and
were served fancy cocktails as we floated in the Caribbean Sea. Most evenings,
we relished the gorgeous colorful sunsets while enjoying tropical drinks and
appetizers, and we exulted in this newly-discovered magical connection with
nature. Housekeepers not only keep all rooms sparkling, but also send guests
home with suitcases of clean clothes at no extra charge. And, if people bring
their children, devoted and caring nannies are provided. Bluefields Bay Villas’
location-Jamaica’s leeward South Coast—is unspoiled by commercialism, and is a
place where visitors can interact easily with local residents who welcome them
heartily. It is a timeless elegant paradise, lovingly curated by this family who
actually cares. It is never pretentious, and always authentic, pure and gracious. It
is the perfect romantic spot for lovers, a jolly place for families, an ideal spot for
business gatherings, a heavenly spot for destination weddings. See
www.bluefieldsvillas.com. Rates vary depending on the season starting from
$955/night for one couple having their own villa in Peak Season, less in OffPeak Season. If there is a second couple sharing that same 2-bedroom villa in
Peak Season, the cost per couple is $655/night. If there are several couples
sharing a larger villa, the cost will be even lower. There is also a 15% charge for
gratuities. Call (877) 955-8993 for availability and price quotes. Most likely the
charming Debbie Moncure, Braxton’s wife, will answer the phone and help you.
S PRING : 2010 C HATEAU
Patache d’Aux, a Cru Bourgeois Medoc, elegant, full-bodied and rich,
$23. Chateau le Puy Emilien 2010, an affordable ($50) Cotes de
Bordeaux that expresses the terroir of the area very nicely...from the
Amareau family. Berlucchi Franciacorta Brut, $29.99, great for aperitifs. As is
Mionetto Prosecco Brut DOC, Spumante from Valdobbiadene in the Veneto,
about $12. Dry Riesling 2013 from Hazlitt Vineyards in the Finger Lakes of
New York, a triumph of fruit and acidity, $17.

T

IME TO OPEN THESE WINES TO WELCOME IN THE
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J AMAICA THERE ARE ONLY TWO NAMES YOU NEED
to have for the inside track on the best way to experience this blessed
island. One is VIP Attractions whose airport clubs, Club Mobay and Club
Kingston will pamper you like royalty. Imagine being coddled the moment
you step off the plane right up until you are ready to board your return flight
in any of Jamaica’s international airports. Like a true VIP, you will be given the
style and treatment you deserve. Enjoy the warmth of Jamaican hospitality and
luxury with their Fast-track and personalized meet and greet services,
culturally-themed VIP Lounges and additional products such as phone rentals to
keep you connected. See www.vipattractions.com The other is Glamour
Destination Management. This is the Caribbean’s foremost destination
management company, with decades of experience and a proven record of satisfying clients from all over the world. Experts in books, tours, excursions and
transportation, they do it all with the finest quality people to serve you. Visit
www.glamourdmc.com.

I

F YOU ARE HEADED TO

R EMEMBER YOU HEARD IT HERE FIRST. D O YOU
recall how the airlines saved their backsides with a slew of add
on charges? In the past several years we have seen charges for
bags, for certain seats, for priority boarding, for meals, for
pillows, blankets, and even charges for bathroom access have been floated.
Well, get ready. The next obvious gouge will be focused on flight attendants’
demeanor. Here’s how it will work: do not pay and get the usual surly
unhappy could-care-less about your happiness flight attendants. Pay a
surcharge and you get happy, considerate flight attendants. Crazy? Just watch.
It will happen as the greedy airlines continue to squeeze every buck out of the
miserable flying public.

W

E SEE IT COMING .

S ANTA B ARBARA IN
search of five-star luxury had to be content with the oceanfront Four
Seasons Biltmore, a large commercial albeit satisfactorily-run resort or
the small, very pretty but hideously expensive San Ysidro Ranch,
hidden in the Montecito foothills. Both of these properties are the playthings of
Beanie Baby billionaire Ty Warner. That was until recently when Orient
Express, now rechristened Belmond, poured over
$100 million into the venerable ruins of the
mountaintop El Encanto and reopened it to rave
reviews. Overnight, Belmond El Encanto has
become the place to stay and eat in style, a

F

OR FAR TOO LONG , A DISCRIMINATING VISITOR TO
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much more personalized hotel experience than the Biltmore with a good deal
less pretense and extravagance than the San Ysidro Ranch. Belmond El Encanto
manages to be casual and fun in a sophisticated European way, no wonder given
Belmond’s long history. Belmond is a global collection of 45 iconic hotels, trains
and river cruises that brings together some of the world’s most thrilling
journeys and destinations. They stole our hearts as Orient Express and now we
feel the same way about Belmond. They seem to get it right with a fine balance
between correct formality when needed and breezy friendliness. With premier
properties in North America, South America, Europe, Africa and Asia, to say
nothing of New York’s legendary 21 Club
restaurant, this is a group with the highest of
standards and the drive to execute seamless
perfection. What have they done to bring Belmond
El Encanto to soaring new heights? Just about
everything, including buying their own cow to
produce their own special cheese just for the hotel.
But their impact goes far beyond Ellie the bovine.
Belmond El Encanto offers only elegant private bungalows within their secluded
resort so that guests can revel in a true personal sanctuary. Many of these
bungalows have fireplaces, heated floors, garden or ocean views and are intimate
personal retreats, full of modern technology yet they feel just like home. A
large heated pool and rolling well-manicured lawns are open to all guests.
Dining is special here. Choose either the elegant dining room, or delight in a
romantic dinner under the stars on the terrace. Either way you’ll be treated to a
spectacular gastronomic experience, featuring locally sourced ingredients. An
innovative menu offers contemporary California-coastal cuisine, complemented
with gracious, savvy service and a side of stunning Santa Barbara views.
Artisanal ingredients and exceptional flavors blend to create an unforgettable
dining experience. Executive Chef Leo Andres Ayala knows his stuff and is
inspired by locally-sourced seasonal produce. Expect herbs directly from the
chef’s garden. There is a full service Spa offering an array of treatments
featuring local ingredients that relax the mind and rejuvenate the body. Nestled
between the Pacific Ocean and the rolling hills of Santa Barbara’s wine country,
The Spa draws from the surrounding landscape to create signature soothing
treatments. Set across seven treatment rooms, The Spa is a haven of peace and
tranquility. Take advantage of soothing water therapies in the special wet
treatment room, or unwind together in the romantic couple’s room. The Spa
also features a relaxation lounge, showers, steam rooms and private lockers.
Each treatment concludes with a selection of detoxifying teas as you enjoy
breathtaking views from the patio. All in all, we cannot imagine a more relaxed
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place for a romantic getaway or a small event, business or pleasure. To wander
the brick walks of Belmond El Encanto is to relive history (the original El
Encanto dates from the early 1900s) and nothing soothes like a few moments of
meditation under the lily pond’s pergovla. We must credit genius hotelier Ali
Kasikci, who is the merlin behind all this magic, gently encouraging his young
staff to consider no detail too small, and no request too large. Think Belmond
Cipriani in Venice or Belmond Villa San Michele in Fiesole or Belmond Le
Manoir aux Quat’Saisons in Oxford, England (three other Belmond gems) if
you want to conjure up a proper image of how heavenly Belmond El Encanto
is. We cannot imagine a dreamier place to sleep, eat and live. Belmond El
Encanto, www.belmond.com/elencanto, 800 Alvarado Place, Santa Barbara,
California, (805) 845-5800, US toll free: (800) 393-5315. Email:
reservations.ele@belmond.com.
CLASS DRIVING IN LAS VEGAS IS THE WORLD’S MOST
thrilling supercar playground, home to twenty of the most
stunning exotic race cars on the planet, including the latest
models from Ferrari, Lamborghini, Audi, Nissan and more. When
you join them for one of their wildly popular supercar tours in Las Vegas,
you’ll personally pilot a selection of high performance cars from their meticulously-maintained fleet on the most scenic roads the area offers. Upon arrival,
we were given a mandatory professional briefing and overview of each car we’d
be driving. Safety is the number one priority at World Class Driving. The crew
selects the line-up each morning after they run their inspections. Typically they
include the stylish and neck-snapping Ferrari 458 Italia, the Lamborghini
Gallardo (a beast) and the heart-stopping Nissan Track Edition GTR, all late
models. An added extra for our adventure was a lusty Audi R8. That’s $700,000
worth of cars! Then it was off to Lake Mead Recreational Park in a single file,
with Warren, a very cool and competent leader, in front keeping in touch with
us by radio and backed up by an another top
professional driver in the rear as a shepherd.
These two men easily built our confidence and we
entered the park rarin’ to go. You get to drive
each of the cars on the 4-car, 50-mile, 3-3 1/2
hour excursion. The route for this scenic Lake Las
Vegas and Lake Mead National Recreational Area
Experience (TripAdvisor’s #1 driving attraction in Las Vegas) takes you through
wild desert terrain and raw dramatic wilderness that is spellbinding. But with
eyes on the road ahead and hands on the wheels, we concentrated on mastering
the unbridled power of the cars. What a blast. These supercars can move and

W

ORLD
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accelerate quickly and gracefully. It was quite a thrill to handle these works of
automotive art. All too soon we headed back to a staging area for a van ride
back to our hotels or our slow-pokey personal cars. We were pumped and on a
real high. It is evident that the company’s passion for sharing exciting racing
with their clients is authentic. The tariff for two of us was $799 per driver and
worth every jaw-dropping moment. The 3-car, 90 minute experience is just $499
per driver. World Class has other offerings we want to try like the Red Rock
Muscle Car Experience featuring a Shelby GT500, the Challenger SRT8 and
Corvette Z06. Visit www.worldclassdriving.com or call (877) 597-6403. This is
an absolute must for the car enthusiast, rewarding and fun. Get out of the
casino and into their beautiful, powerful cars, you’ll be a winner every time.
of Lough Corrib, the iconic
Ashford Castle in Ireland will welcome guests back through its doors
in April following a complete restoration program that has sensitively
and beautifully restored this
historic building, firmly re-establishing
it as the most luxurious hotel in
Ireland. With a plethora of new
additions and amenities, the renovation
will ensure that the castle, and the 350
acres in which it stands, will provide
five-star facilities and levels of luxury
synonymous with the award-winning
Red Carnation Hotel collection of which it is now part. Once owned by Lord
and Lady Ardilaun of the Guinness family, the castle has welcomed royalty,
celebrities and heads of state across its illustrious history including George V
(then Prince of Wales), Ronald Reagan, Brad Pitt, John Wayne, Fred Astaire,
Barbra Streisand, John Travolta and many more. Now, every inch of the
glorious castle estate, parts of which date back to 1228, has been carefully
examined, restored and enhanced to enable the hotel to cater for all generations,
holiday requirements and business needs. The dynamic design team was headed
by Mrs. Beatrice Tollman, Founder and President of Red Carnation Hotels, with
the support of her daughter Toni Tollman, the Red Carnation project team and
architect Philippe Bonino. The renovation will ensure family members are well
catered for under one historic roof with the addition of a 32-seat cinema,
children’s games room and even a Lego Room Service menu to keep younger
family members entertained. Adults will appreciate the creation of a splendid
billiard room, two outdoor roof terraces (one of which will serve fine Cuban
cigars) and an array of enhanced public areas, all of which provide the perfect
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environment in which to kick back and relax in comfort and style. Couples in
search of a romantic hideaway will find exactly that at Ashford Castle where the
ancient underground wine stores will be transformed into private dining cellars
and the old boat house on the shores of Lake Corrib is set to become a private
and secluded honeymoon suite. The business market has not been forgotten
with the refurbishment of existing boardrooms and a newly designed Ardilaun
conference room to accommodate up to 100
people. Multi-media meetings can also take
place in the cinema room which, in addition
to being a leisure venue, is an impressive
facility for the delivery of presentations
and seminars. Each of the 68 guest rooms
and 14 staterooms and suites has been
lovingly refurbished and furnished with
carefully sourced antique pieces, exquisite fabrics, bespoke carpets, original
artwork and marble bathrooms, sensitively complementing the ambience and
tradition of this iconic building. Each will be equipped with technological
services including USB ports connecting to flat screen LED smart TVs,
electronic Do Not Disturb and maid request service, I-luv speaker, electronic
blinds and air conditioning, mood light dimming and complimentary Wi-Fi,
which operates throughout the castle. All modern enhancements have been
designed to blend seamlessly with the castle’s original, historic features. As well
as the bedrooms, the existing public areas such as the striking vaulted entrance
hall and Library, the Connaught Room, Princes of Wales Bar, Drawing Room
and the castle’s three restaurants—the George V dining room, the Cullen’s at the
Dungeon and Cullen’s at the Cottage—have all been beautifully enhanced in
keeping with the style and tone of the hotel. Enjoy a lavish full Irish Breakfast,
light lunch or delicious evening meal in one of these magnificent restaurants for
a dining experience with a difference. Guests can also indulge in a tempting
Afternoon Tea, a tradition at Ashford Castle signified by the original silver tea
set on display in the Connaught Room which was gifted to Lord and Lady
Ardilaun to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary in 1896. In true Red
Carnation style, no detail has been missed and meticulous attention is being
brought to every aspect of this important project. Of particular note is the
beautiful array of furnishings, art and antiques, each personally selected by Mrs.
Tollman and her team from auction houses and travels around the world.
Additions include two stunning stone Irish wolfhounds at the entrance to the
castle, a magnificent suit of armor in the entrance hall, an antique lectern in the
George V dining room and Murano glass chandeliers from Venice. Wherever
possible, materials and pieces have been sourced from local artisans and
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suppliers to reflect the hotel’s unique environment. Examples include the Prince
of Wales bar which has been made from local Connemara marble and in-room
amenities by organic skincare range VOYA from nearby County Sligo. The
castle’s illustrious history is also evident throughout and an array of amazing
artifacts from the Guinness era of ownership has been sourced to display in the
hotel, forging a museum in themselves. Included in this are Lady Ardilaun’s
watercolors as well as letters and other documents which provide tangible
evidence of the hotel’s colorful heritage. Due to the age and scale of the castle,
the restoration required a complete overhaul of the building’s infrastructure,
including stonework, windows and roofs, to ensure its long-term future. Behind
the scenes, the castle’s kitchens have been moved and completely rebuilt on a
different level closer to the dining room, facilitating a more efficient and timely
service. The outdoor areas have also been given the tender loving care required
with enhancements and expansions. The falconry school, which was Ireland’s
first, has been fortified, as has the equestrian centre. The walled and herb
gardens have been tidied, and for more active types, the two tennis courts are
now all-weather surfaces with an on-site tennis coach who can assist guests
looking to perfect their technique. The castle’s 9-hole golf course has been
treated to ensure it offers the best playing conditions all year round. Fishing
enthusiasts will have the expertise of one of six gillies now on hand at Ireland’s
only Orvis-endorsed property for fishing and all the necessary equipment and
accessories can be hired or purchased from the on-site Fishing and Golf Centre.
All of these facilities and the outdoor activities on offer at the estate-falconry,
horse-riding, water sports, clay pigeon shooting, fishing, hiking, golf and
tennis—can also be enjoyed by guests at The Lodge at Ashford Castle, a
charming boutique four-star sister hotel within the castle grounds. The final
piece of the intricate renovation is the addition of a beautiful spa and indoor
ozone-filtrated swimming pool which, subject to the appropriate planning
approvals, will open by August 2015 and
will reinforce Ashford as the most
luxurious destination hotel in Ireland.
Guests will be able to work up a sweat in
the brand new Techno Gym where a range
of cardio and resistance equipment will be
on offer. The five spa treatment rooms will
offer a range of pampering therapies to
soothe, refresh and rejuvenate including aroma stone massages, an invigorating
body polish, detoxifying wraps and deep regenerating facials. To support the
improved facilities at the hotel, the staff levels have been significantly increased,
boosting employment within the local area. All staff members have undertaken
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Red Carnation’s respected training and development programs to ensure that the service
delivery across the hotel is second to none.
Remaining a constant throughout the entire
restoration has been Ashford’s General Manager
Niall Rochford and his fantastic team. Mr.
Rochford has presided at Ashford Castle for
nearly 13 years and was awarded the prestigious Hotel Manager of the Year
2013 by the Irish Hospitality Institute Founders. The Red Carnation Hotel
Collection is an award-winning collection of five and four star family-run
boutique hotels in London, Dorset, Guernsey, Geneva, Florida, South Africa
and now Ireland. Each property has its own individual character and unique
location that reflects the local environment, culture and cuisine. They all share
the qualities that win Red Carnation so many prestigious awards—splendid
luxury, generous hospitality, inventive and traditional cuisine, private art collections, passionate service and loyal staff committed to creating richly rewarding
experiences for all their guests. Red Carnation Hotels was listed as eighth in the
Sunday Times Best Companies to Work For 2014, having debuted at 72 just two
years previously. For more information about these special hotels and the rest of
the Red Carnation Collection, go to www.redcarnationhotels.com. The Red
Carnation Hotel Collection is part of a joint initiative between The Travel
Corporation’s family of brands, the TreadRight Foundation, which is a not-forprofit working to ensure the environment and communities we visit remain
vibrant for generations to come. To date, TreadRight has donated more than
USD 2.5 million to sustainable tourism projects worldwide. The Foundation’s
guiding principle is to encourage sustainable tourism development through
conservation, leadership and support for communities. Foundation priorities are
set by the Steering Committee, which includes sustainability leaders like Céline
Cousteau and Costas Christ. TreadRight’s past project partners include WWF,
Conservation International and The National Trust in the UK. Current initiatives include sponsoring the National Geographic Society’s inaugural “World
Legacy Awards,” and inspiring wildlife advocates like Terri Irwin. To learn more
about past and current work at TreadRight, visit treadright.org.
ENTREE’ S FAVORITE CITIES . T HE OPPORTUNITY
to wander the narrow but crowded streets has always been a delight
to both the senses and the palate. For a different and treasured
perspective on this ancient city on the Arno, we would suggest that
you go up the hill to the old Roman city of Fiesole and stay at the Belmond
Villa San Michele, a 15th-century Franciscan monastery of only 46 rooms and

F

LORENCE IS ONE OF
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suites (under the same ownership as the legendary Belmond Cipriani, the recent
site of the most handsome man in the world’s wedding) and only 15 minutes
away from the city center. The incredible panoramic view of Florence, with its
red tile roofs and commanding Duomo, is only surpassed by the beauty and
uniqueness of this fascinating hotel. The impressive entry, at the end of the long
oak lined crushed stone drive, is dominated by a façade attributed to
Michelangelo and leads you in to the chapel, now serving as its reception
sanctuary, is nearly a religious experience.
There you will be greeted by a pleasant,
efficient and discreet staff of multi-lingual
professionals. Any one of the rooms or
suites that look out over Florence will
confirm for you the reason that Napoleon used it as his personal headquarters.
Each room is lavishly furnished with antiques, Frette linens, huge bathrooms
with Bulgari lotions, the softest of towels and separate tub and shower. Come
back early enough in the evening via the complimentary shuttle and enjoy
Academy award-winning movies on your TV that rises like an electronic
Phoenix from the cabinetry. Take time to explore the gardens, smell the massive
array of flowers, and listen to the native birds such as the Zitting Cisticola, in
the nearby woods and then slip into the quiet rooms of this impeccably restored
gem before embarking on one of the most memorable meals in all of Florence at
the terraced La Loggia Restaurant. Like the hotel, this small, intimate
restaurant is only open seasonally from April to November, and features daily
hand selected and the peak of perfection meats and vegetables. Come before
sunset, like many smartly dressed locals, to enjoy the twinkling transition into
night as the city literally transforms itself before your eyes while listening to
the concert pianist. Service is expert in its duties from your first cocktail to the
after dinner cordial. The menu changes frequently to reflect the abundance of
Tuscany. In the morning, take your newspaper to the sun filled arched terrace
and feast on the best breakfast
assortment
of
homemade
breads, local seasonal fruits,
house
cured
meats
and
artisanal cheeses that we have
ever seen presented. A full menu of hot items is also available if the mood for
homemade yogurt, just baked morning sweet breads or local pecorino cheeses
are insufficient for your newspaper partner. A hillside view of Florence from
the Belmond Villa San Michele. It doesn’t get much better than this. Surf to
www.belmond.com/villasanmichele, Via Doccia 4, 50014 Fiesole, Florence, Italy
Tel: +39 055 5678 200; email: reservations.vsm@belmond.com
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HEN SEARCHING FOR THE PERFECT PLACE TO STAY IN THE ANCIENT

city of Rome, one has to consider many factors. Inherent within
the twenty plus centuries of development came narrow twisted
streets, tiny buildings, noisy traffic circles, goliath sized buses,
stinky dumpsters, tourist-choked walkways, and buzzing motorcycles. ENTREE
has found the ideal location away from all of these big city traps; the Hotel Eden,
www.dorchestercollection.com/rome/hotel-eden. This magnificent member of the
Dorchester Collection with its 121 premium rooms and suites is near the Spanish
Steps and the Via Veneto, but not exposed to the noise and traffic of them.
Located on Via Ludovisi, 49, the classic 1889 property greets you with snappy,
liveried doormen and an army of bellmen to snatch your bags, open the door and
walk you to reception as your luggage speeds to your room. The lobby is in soft
creams and cushy comfortable seating arrangements made for small gatherings and
close conversation. Tea and phantasmagorical desserts
are served every afternoon, quite English but all with an
unmistakable Italian flair. The rather ancient tiny lift,
with its polished wood and brass, smoothly takes you
and two close friends to the quite, elegant rooms. Each
is decorated with museum-quality furniture and
antiques, marble bathrooms and the sheer linens that ENTREE expects in its
recommendations. Small features such as complimentary chilled waters in the
well-stocked minibar are appreciated. As nice as the rooms are, the best is yet to
come. Upstairs please. A unique feature of the hotel is its rooftop La Terrazza
dell’Eden. You can view over 2/3rds of the entire city of Rome, in all of its glory
while wrapped up in splendor and total comfort. Start off in the relaxed covered
lounge just around the corner or if the weather is a bit off, inside the cozy bar
enjoying the soft piano music. The Michelin-starred Chef Fabio Ciervo and his
brigade present a meal can stand on par with anything you may have experienced
in Rome. Rated since 2012, ENTREE can see more stars coming. The combination of tantalizing tastes and perfect presentation delivered with faultless
aplomb is masterful. The dining room hits the mark with style and comfort while
not being unduly stuffy, nose in the air-like. Menu choices are wide, constantly
changing and never boring or typical. You sense that the chef has absorbed
massive talent from his worldwide experiences with some top toques and
extremely well-known restaurants such as the Waterside Inn, amongst others.
There are plenty of places to eat in Rome, but to dine, make your reservation here.

T

9- EURO TAXI RIDE TO THE V ILLA B ORGHESE , AN
absolute must-see. The original sculptures and paintings in the
Borghese Gallery date back to Cardinal Scipione’s collection, the son
of Ortensia Borghese—Paolo V’s sister—and of Francesco Caffarelli,
HE HOTEL IS ONLY A
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though subsequent events over the next three
centuries entailing both losses and acquisitions
have left their mark. Cardinal Scipione was drawn
to any works of ancient, Renaissance and contemporary art which might re-evoke a new golden age.
He was not particularly interested in medieval art,
but passionately sought to acquire antique
sculpture. But the Cardinal was so ambitious that he also promoted the creation
of new sculptures and especially marble groups to rival antique works. The
statue of Pauline Bonaparte, executed by Canova between 1805 and 1808, has
been in the villa since 1838. In 1807, Camillo Borghese sold Napoleon 154
statues, 160 busts, 170 bas-reliefs, 30 columns and various vases, which
constitute the Borghese Collection in the Louvre. But already by the 1830s
these gaps seem to have been filled by new finds from recent excavations and
works recuperated from the cellars and various other Borghese residences.
Cardinal Scipione’s collection of paintings was remarkable and was poetically
described as early as 1613 by Scipione Francucci. In 1607, the Pope gave the
Cardinal 107 paintings which had been confiscated from the painter Giuseppe
Cesari, called the Cavalier d’Arpino. In the following year, Raphael’s Deposition
was secretly removed from the Baglioni Chapel in the church of S.Francesco in
Perugia and transported to Rome. It was given to the Cardinal Scipione through
a papal motu proprio. www.galleriaborghese.it/borghese/en/evilla.htm.
D OLOMITES , THE FOOTHILLS OF THE A LPS IN NORTHERN I TALY,
ARE staggeringly beautiful. Towering rock spires and gleaming blue
lakes create a picture-perfect landscape that has hosted the Winter
Olympics and featured in films such as the 1981’s For Your Eyes
Only, in which James Bond (Roger Moore) is chased around snowy slopes by
enemy agents on motorbikes. The best way to see any mountain range is from
above, looking down on a landscape of spiky roads and miniature sports cars.
In the Dolomites, this is possible for anyone: metal wires called Via Ferrata
wind their way across the jagged peaks,
offering protection and reassurance to those
who want to explore some of the most
beautiful peaks in the world. All it takes is a
harness and a guide to be scrambling in perfect
safety over ragged mountain ranges with only
Alpine yellow-billed choughs for company.
Logistically, these Via Ferrata are very easy to follow and set at varying difficulty levels to account for adventurers of any skill. Moreover, the Dolomites
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are well prepared for their regular influx of tourists and there are a great
variety of apartments, hotels and guides available. To experience the
Dolomites in a way that allows you to understand the local Ladin community,
head to a smaller village such as Alba. We recommend the Alba Hotel, a cozy
but chic place of stay that offers excellent apartments as well as hotel accommodations with jaw-dropping views and Jacuzzis to relax in after a long day
out. In terms of guides and information, head to the local tourist office in
Canazei, which will be able to give you information on ski lifts and times as
well as suggest guides. Why wait to go? Via Ferrata offer a unique perspective
on one of the most beautifully rugged places in the world, and delivers
delightful, comfortable hotels and true, local German-Italian culture. There
could not be a better travel experience. The Alba Hotel can be found at
www.hotelalba.eu/?lang=en. A standard double room costs around 60 euro
per night. For more information about Via Ferrata and guides, check out
www.dolomitemountains.com/en/summer_fall_trips/dolomites_via_ferrata.htm
The tourist office in Canazei is at Piazza G. Marconi 5, and can be contacted
through infocanazei@fassa.com.

W

E WANT TO SING THE PRAISES OF AN INGENIOUS NEW PROTECTIVE

helmet called Crasche. We’d call it headgear for people who
should wear a helmet but don’t. If you ride a bike, play a contact
sport, ice skate, rollerblade, ski, snowboard, ride horses, hike or
do anything with the potential for a head injury this helmet is for you. The
impact-resistant Crasche Hat is made with polycarbonate plastic encased in a
neoprene rubber inner layer. It comes with a chic ski hat that covers the plastic
protection. The result looks like you are wearing just a smart and jaunty ski
hat. While we’d say it does not provide the same protection as a standard
helmet, the Crasche does provide protection, it’s good looking and it is made
entirely in the U.S.A. $29.95, well worth it, check out www.crasche.com.

S

INCE

THE

NEW

YEAR

BEGAN ,

WE ’ VE

BEEN

ATTEMPTING

SOME

NEW

habits—like drinking more water. Fear not, we will never abandon
our Tanqueray No. 10 martinis by any means, however. We’ve
discovered a terrific, fresh naturally alkalined water. 1907Water
recently launched to U.S. retailers so now American consumers can taste the
essence of New Zealand fresh artesian water. 1907Water is sourced 680 feet
deep at the foot of New Zealand’s Kaimanawa Ranges, resulting in pure,
uncontaminated water. 1907 New Zealand water is bottled at the source.
Available in three handy sizes (MSRP 2 Liter $3.99, 1 liter $2.19, 500ml: $1.29).
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1907 has a soft taste that gives a feeling of silkiness on the palate and the lower
mineral content ensures a smooth finish. Available nationally in select grocery
stores like Sprouts and The Fresh Market. You can also order cases online at
Amazon.com. More good news: 1907Water’s bottles are made of 100% recycled
BPA-free PET and are 100% recyclable.
G OLDEN D OOR OPENED IN 1958, it immediately set the
gold standard for high-end luxurious spas. “The Door” was
envisioned as an indulgent
fitness resort of the highest
quality and it quickly became the place
for Hollywood and discriminating ladies
to lose 10 pounds and refresh physically
and mentally. After 1998, the Golden
Door languished a bit under corporate
ownership and some of its gilded cachet.
In 2013 it was bought by a longtime guest and now has undergone both a
physical and philosophical makeover. It has not taken long for the new owner
to bring the Door back to its preeminent position as the world’s finest destination luxury wellness retreat brimming with life-changing experiences. The
Golden Door is once again more unchallenged and hallowed. Only forty guests
are privileged each week to work with the spa’s energetic and caring team on
their unique, very personal approach to fitness, personal care, food, and lifestyle
choices. Guests have true quality time to contemplate their goals, intentions,
eating and exercise habits, even their chakras. Arriving at The Golden Door is
an escape to a magical reality. The tranquil center of the 600-acre property
resembles a rambling Japanese inn with sand gardens, waterfalls and antique
stone sculptures and spirit houses. ENTREE was greeted by an enthusiastic staff
and transported through Japanese gardens and courtyards. Every guest is shown
to their own sumptuous villa where daily massages are given. An ikebanaadorned traditional meditation shrine provides a focal point for meditation if
that’s your thing. Our serene room had a soothing waterfall view. A gift of a
canvas bag containing gold Obhashi sandals, water bottle, and pen was awaiting
us. The exciting journey lay ahead. Of course we loved that all the workout
gear including chic aqua hoodies is provided and exchanged each day. Those of
us who have been to the Door before were immediately aware of the improved
recessed lighting, new fabrics and paint everywhere. Upon arrival, guests sit
down with a fitness specialist who reviews workout preferences. Then before
bed, guests receive a personally tailored list of suggested activities for the next
day. There is no pressure to make any decisions, though you are free to do so.
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For the record there is plenty to do here: seven state-of-the-art gyms, 12
mountain or meadow hikes of varying challenge levels on 20 miles of private
trails, two swimming pools and a Watsu Water
Therapy pool, two labyrinths, a lighted tennis
court, a bathhouse with Jacuzzi, steam-room and
sauna, and nine skincare and body care treatment
rooms. But if you choose to collapse in a
hammock, no one is making judgments. Each day
begins with a five-mile hike or a meadow walk. Some prefer just to walk the
labyrinth and breathe deeply. Breakfast is served sumptuously in one’s room
after returning. The activities we could choose were carefully tailored to put us
in perfect shape (we loved the yoga and dance classes, especially Zumba
workouts) or we could relax and take the day off for massages and beauty treatments. The ever present smiling young staff could not be more attentive and
everyone is assigned a personal trainer to work with. After making the decision
of calorie counting, a guest is faced with an array of choices at every meal,
ordered in advance on card-poultry, fish or vegetarian prepared by the young
and talented chef, Greg Frey Jr. To be honest, the cuisine here is outstanding, on
a par with a very fine restaurant. No skimpy crash diet meals, all is presented
beautifully and sings of the bounty of healthy freshness. This is certainly no
prison and the kitchen is happy to bring you cookies or exchange your dinner
if you prefer what your neighbor has ordered. One lunch was served in the
spa’s new biodynamic garden where long tables were set with flowers under a
canopy. Our lunch, a bento box of healthy proteins and vegetables, included a
salad that came to the table straight from the garden. Guests are all female at
the Golden Door except during co-ed or men’s weeks. We met some extraordinary women on our week there, from Hollywood, banking, education, politics
and some fun motivated Moms who were seeking to recharge their batteries.
They were from all over the country and a few from distant lands, too. All were
affable and we shared easily as we sweat and were pummeled into shape.
Whether one’s goals are cardiovascular, strength, balance, flexibility or fun and
de-stressing, this is an experience few can resist
returning to. Buffed and polished to perfection, it
was back to real life with a packed lunch for our
trip. Golden Door programs are 7-days long.
Weeks at the Golden Door are broken down by
Womens Weeks, Men’s Weeks and a couple of CoEd Weeks every year. The inclusive cost for 7-days is $8,850. All meals and
classes are included in the price, as are daily facials, a weekly body treatment,
unlimited body wraps, a personal trainer for the week, laundry service,
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manicure/pedicure, hair treatment or blow out and a complete line of Golden
Door beauty products. During many weeks there are fascinating guest speakers
to entertain and inform the guests. A week at the Golden Door is an unforgettable centering experience to remember and savor. It has been designed to
empower guests to reposition themselves at the center of their own lives by
tending to their bodies, their minds and their spirits. We learned the great lesson
of treating our bodies with the respect and care they deserve. Reflection and
satisfaction are the order of the day at the Door. We left buoyed and glowing,
longing and promising to return to the very special nourishment coupled with
indulgent, caring spa treatments that only the Golden Door provides.
Reservations: (800) 424-0777; visit www.goldendoor.com. The Golden Door is
located two hours south of Los Angeles or 45 minutes north of San Diego. Best
of all, the owner has pledged to give away 100 per cent of the spa’s profits.
Everybody benefits at the Golden Door: even your car gets a hand beauty wash.
O BEDO N ECK AND B ACK C RADLE T RAVEL P ILLOW IS PERFECT FOR
the office, spa, home and travel, providing superior comfortable
support for your head and neck. Use it for lower back support or for
neck support while sitting watching TV, working at your desk,
reading, for driving comfort, in-flight comfort and more. It’s adjustable and
portable, completely washable and folds up flat when not in use. $24.99;
www.obedo.com.

T
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XFORD IS A CITY FULL OF SURPRISES , AN

English Venice with quaint coffee shops
and baroque edifices on every street
corner. The city blossoms with life all
year round, and happy conversation spills out of
artistic cafes and classy bars late into the night.
However, it is easy to lose oneself in this fluctuating, scintillating city: the lively streets and towering spires blur together into
a single, indistinct memory for the aimless wanderer. To gain a sense of
perspective, we recommend heading to The Varsity Club. This classy cocktail
bar is hidden behind a featureless door in Oxford’s old Covered Market. If you
follow the winding stairs, you will be met by a warm lounge, bedecked with
wooden paneling and down sofas. The Varsity Club’s main attraction, however,
is the rooftop bar. From far above the High Street, it offers remarkable views
over Oxford’s dreaming spires. People crawl like ants below, and on a fine day
you can watch the sun setting over the city. The famous Radcliffe Camera and
Christ Church Cathedral are bathed in an orange glow, and lights peek out from
behind stained glass windows. Far to the south, light dances on the river and
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grass ripples on Christ Church meadow. It is a panorama that has to be seen to
be believed. The Varsity Club offers more than just views, though: the cocktails
are excellent, and reasonably priced (expect to pay less than 10 pounds for a
Tanqueray martini). We thought the whiskey sours were particularly good, and
the location was an added bonus considering that in any other bar in Oxford
you would expect to pay similar amounts for a worse cocktail. The food
selection is surprisingly varied for a cocktail bar, and includes everything from
tapas to cheese boards, all of good quality. If you are in Oxford, be sure to visit
The Varsity Club. It is a great place from which to see the city’s stunning sights
without the hubbub of tourists and students, as well as try some of the best
cocktails in Oxford. The crowd is a mix of smart Oxford school tie types, locals
and various charming miscreants. The Varsity Club is situated at 9 High Street,
Oxford or online at www.tvcoxford.co.uk. If you are on a budget, God forbid,
head there between 5 and 7 p.m. during the week for cheaper drinks during
happy hour. If you want a slightly less dignified place to drink with more
outlandish cocktails, try The Duke of Edinburgh (www.dukebar.com) or House
Bar (www.housebar.co.uk).
O XFORD ’ S N ATURAL H ISTORY MUSEUM HAS
dinosaur skeletons, stuffed birds and interesting geodes. The real deal,
however, is the adjacent Pitt Rivers Museum. This stash of anthropological items is buried behind the main area through a deceivingly
small doorway. The Pitt Rivers Museum is set out in a massive room like a
disused airplane hangar. As your eyes become accustomed to the pervasive
gloom, a great hoard of items reveals itself. It’s as if your Grandmother’s attic
was suddenly opened and your Grandmother was Indiana Jones. Glass cabinets
contain a range of curiosities from all cultures in the last few millennia. There
are Inuit clothes, Native American headdresses and early Japanese harpoons. A
wander through fertility statues and drums reveals a darker side to the museum.
Tucked away in dark corners are shrunken human heads and clothing made from
human remains. The Pitt Rivers does not shy away from humanity’s darker side,
and instead honestly presents the artifacts of less salubrious societies than ours.
The upper floors continue this theme. The balconies, which overlook the great
hall—which itself is overlooked by a great Polynesian ship—are filled with
weapons of all sorts and varieties. Gaze at prototype matchlock pistols, samurai
swords and mysteriously-shaped implements that, the description invariably
informs you, were created to attack someone. There are some truly wonderful
and unique weapons, if grim—like attack boomerangs and high-powered torsion
bows designed to be shot from horseback. The Pitt Rivers is eye-opening and
rich in character. It is a museum that must be experienced, not merely

L

IKE ANY GOOD MUSEUM ,
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witnessed. Its collection is fascinating and fantastic, and you get the uncomfortable feeling that the purgatorial eyes of masks are gazing deep into your
soul. For all these reasons, it is a wonderful and reflective place. Perhaps it is
aptly placed next to the Natural History museum, so that after the heavy
sobriety of shrunken heads one can take drunken joy in the collection of
dinosaurs. The Pitt Rivers Museum can be found online at www.prm.ox.ac.uk
and on South Parks Road, Oxford. Admission is free and the museum is open 10
a.m.- 4:30 p.m. every day except Monday when it opens 12 noon to 4:30 p.m.
B OUTIQUE H OTELS REPRESENTS MORE THAN 35 PROPERTIES
of outstanding quality in Mexico. We would not consider a trip to
Mexico without consulting them. Their carefully curated collection
is for the discerning traveler only and includes such gems as
Hacienda San Angel, a masterpiece restoration of classic Vallarta-style houses,
set on the hillside overlooking the expansive Banderas Bay. This unexpected
luxury in a vibrant, downtown setting has blown away more than one welltraveled mind. Capella Ixtapa commands an extraordinary view of the Pacific
Ocean that’s matched only by its exceptional facilities and marvelous service.
This oceanfront oasis was conceived for lovers of privacy and perfected
pampering. Acanto Boutique Hotel welcomes guests to enjoy the rhythm and
the folklore of Playa del Carmen, a place to be close to all the hot spots and
where you can relax and enjoy yourself. The neo-colonial charm of the hotel
will make you feel at home. True to its name, Playa Escondida (“hidden beach”)
is tucked far away from the crowd, nestled in the lush Nayarit jungle facing a
beach cove protected from predatory vendors by rocky outcroppings on each
end. Contact a travel designer with Mexico Boutique Hotels at (855) 223-6061
or visit www.hotelesboutique.com.

M

EXICO

PARIS: L ES B OULEVARDS , IS A TRUE GEM
that was forgotten for over a century and now has been pulled from
the shelf of a rare bookstore and republished by the great house of
Rizzoli. This enchanting little volume by Charles Franck captures the
romantic buildings and street culture of the Victorian era through delicate
drawings and panoramic cityscapes with eleven pull-out gatefolds...the illustrations will gently propel you back to another era when leisurely strolling and
people watching were an art, $29.95. TASTOSTERONE The Best Cookbook for
Men by Debra Levy Picard offers men of all ages more than 100 recipes, tools,
techniques and tips for cooking up delicious dishes. Whether he’s a top chef or
has never set foot in the kitchen, he will be able to master the simple recipes in

B

OOKS YOU CAN ’ T PUT DOWN :
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this book. As long as a meal gets from the pot to the plate, everyone is happy.
And, most importantly, a man with TASTOSTERONE will find independence,
health, sex, nostalgia, and love through cooking. TASTOSTERONE speaks to
men of all ages—the son, husband, father, single guy, college kid, retiree,
divorcé and widower. Whether age five or ninety-five, every man has a story
and every man needs to eat. TASTOSTERONE is available for purchase on
www.tastosterone.com and Amazon.
R ANDOM H OUSE A UDIO : A POOL OF
BLUE THREAD by Anne Tyler, is a novel brimming with all the
insight, humor and generosity of spirit that are the hallmarks of this
author’s work, a poignant yet unsentimental story in praise of family
in all its emotional complexity. THE WORK by Wes Moore, the inspiring story
of how one young man traced a path through the world to find his life’s purpose.

A
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ND TWO AUDIO BOOKS FROM

HOSE OF YOU WHO CAN ’ T GET ENOUGH OF

ENTREE’ S TAKE ON THE
world, should head over to www.travelbyentree.com, our blog with
regular, up-to-date posts on our likes and dislikes. For example, we
hated Panama City, but liked the Grace Hotel there.

Our Favorite Travel Agent: Vivian Taylor
Reports about the demise of travel agents have been greatly exaggerated. Sure,
anyone today can look online for simple travel plans. But for those of you with
travel experience who yearn for more exotic locales and complex itineraries, there is
nothing like a tried and true travel professional to sort out complicated arrangements
and be there when things go wrong. For these reasons we strongly endorse Vivian
Taylor who has over 35 years in the biz and can be proud of her reputation to make
travel perfect always. Vivian cares and is well traveled. She makes her home in
Delaware and Cape Town and enjoys valuable contacts throughout the world. Vivian
is passionate about saving the elephant from extinction and supports www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org with all her heart. She can make almost anything happen effortlessly
and there is not a place on the globe she is not comfortable booking. Her approach
is personal and that’s just not a word to her. Because of her intimate knowledge,
Vivian Taylor has a special knack to create very special opportunities and experiences
for her lucky clients. Contact her at (302) 945-7255, (310) 497-2650 or e-mail
Vivian@viviantaylor.com.
ENTREE is published monthly by ENTREE Travel, 695 Olive Road, Santa Barbara, California 93108, (805) 969-5848, Fax (805)
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ENTREE online at www.entreenews.com. ENTREE endorses the services of Luggage Concierge, www.luggageconcierge.com,
when you want to meet your luggage there and avoid all stress and hassles by shipping your bags ahead of time. We also
exclusively use DMC Limousines in New York, (212) 481-6365, for the best chauffeured limousines and service possible. In Los
Angeles, we highly recommend Crown Limo LA, www.crownlimola.com, (310) 737-0888. You deserve more than than cheap
airport parking. When flying out of Los Angeles and many other major airports, ENTREE always entrusts their car to The Parking
Spot. As the leading near-airport parking company in the nation, The Parking Spot provides full service parking to 21 major
airports in the U.S., with a total of 33 parking lots. When you reserve a space with The Parking Spot, you can expect more than
ordinary airport parking. You're getting a superior airport parking experience. Their lots are spacious, fully-fenced, well lit, and
open 24 hours a day 7 days a week. They offer: friendly shuttles every 5-7 minutes, earn free parking with The Spot Club,
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